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T
he 2001 US Open women’s singles final between Venus and Serena Williams

wasn’t just a moment in tennis; it was a moment in time. The meeting at center

court alone outshined any that would come after the coin toss. Here was a pair

of sisters contesting a Grand Slam tournament title for the first time in 117

years, two Compton, Calif., girls who learned the game on cracked inner-city courts converg-

ing on the grandest public patch in the Big Apple. As history-altering sports moments go, it was

right up there with Joe Louis KO’ing Max Schmeling in ’38, Billie Jean King humiliating Bobby

Riggs in ’73, and Tiger Woods blowing away the Masters field in ’97. That the match itself was

cringe-worthy—and big sister Venus won in little more than an hour—was academic.

Still, there was no ducking the takeaway; it set the stage for everything that followed—the

combined 20 Grand Slam tournament singles titles, 12 shared major championship doubles

crowns, 113 weeks at the top of the WTA singles rankings and eight weeks as co-No. 1 in dou-

bles, and the racial and gender trailblazing that resulted. But for as much recognition as the

Williams sisters get for transforming tennis, it somehow doesn’t seem to be enough. A decade

later, everyone remains hard pressed to neatly sum up the Williamses’ impact on the sport. 

Maybe that, quite simply, is because they’ve impacted so much—from to the way the game

is played to the faces who play to how they get paid. “If you want to think of the Williams effect,

just think of how many families around the globe had the dream of their child playing tennis,

began training them at an early age and were able to say, ‘This is what they’re going to do,’ and

[have] it to come to fruition each step of the way,” says former pro Leslie Allen, who, in 1981,

became the first African-American woman since Althea Gibson to win a tour event. “It’s an

amazing story.”

Change, after all, is supposed to come in baby steps. That’s doubly true for tennis. Consider

the number of years it took for the sport to go from male-dominated to a celebration of femi-

ninity, from amateur to professional, from monochromatic to multicultural. But the Williams

sisters? They transitioned the sport from the rare to the routine as suddenly as they go from

defense to offense. 

From solely a stylistic standpoint, their imprints on the sport are indelible. Back in the day,

tennis was a game for the fleet and the sleek, and greats such as Martina Navratilova and Steffi

Graf stood out as the lone muscle cars in a field of sporty convertibles. But when Venus and

Serena arrived on scene with their long limbs coiled in fast-twitch fibers, you saw tennis players

flocking to the gym to keep pace—just as you did generations of golfers when Woods started

strong-arming his way around the course.

And as in golf, tennis technology was transforming in lockstep. Racquets had already

shape-shifted from wooden frames and catgut strings to graphite and synthetic, pushing the

action on the court from the net to the baseline. Today’s sticks are even lighter and hybrid

impact
players
A decade after their historic meeting in the US Open
final, the Williams sisters’ footprints are all over tennis.
BY ANDREW LAWRENCE

Their matchup in the 2001 US Open final made
Venus and Serena Williams the first sisters to meet
in a Grand Slam tournament singles final since
Maud and Lilian Watson at Wimbledon in 1884. 
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minority participation in the lower ranks. While they haven’t yet reaped

the dividends of, say, Frenchman Yannick Noah—whose 1983 triumph

at Roland Garros resonates in the many minority faces who lead

France’s tennis federation, such as stars Gael Monfils and Jo-Wilfried

Tsonga—the Williamses have seeded a promising crop. 

Sixteen-year-old Madison Keys, a Rock Island, Ill., native now living

in Boca Raton, Fla., won her first professional title in June 2010 on the

USTA Pro Circuit. While the Williams sisters were her tennis inspira-

tion, it wasn’t their on-court prowess that hooked her. Keys merely liked

the dress she saw Venus wearing while playing a Wimbledon match on

TV, and her dad told her she could have it only if she took up tennis. In

July 2009, Keys defeated Serena in World TeamTennis.

Gabrielle Andrews, 14, from Pomona, Calif., finished 2010 as the

nation’s No. 1-ranked 18-and-under player. Last summer, Andrews and

Taylor Townsend, 15, from Stockbridge, Ga., helped the United States to

a fourth consecutive World Junior Tennis championship.

Mikayla and Alycia Parks, a pair of Atlanta-area tweens who took up

the sport in 2008 and relocated to train at USTA Training Center Head-

quarters in Boca Raton, Fla., two years later, are being molded in the

Williams sisters’ cast. Sloane Stephens,

a rising 18-year-old who won her first

pro singles title in May and captured

junior Grand Slam doubles crowns

last year at Roland Garros, Wimble-

don and the US Open, is poised for a

breakthrough. The Williamses are

definite influences—though Alycia

Parks is partial to Serena because “she

is tall and has muscles like me [and]

has won lots of tournaments and

only lost a few like me.”

But perhaps the closest retelling

of the Williams sisters rags to riches

story awaits with 13-year-old “Torna-

do” Ali Black and her sister, “Hurri-

cane” Tyra. As the story goes, the plan

was for Sylvester and Gayal Black to

give birth to and raise a couple of ten-

nis players—the same plan Richard

Williams had after watching Virginia

Ruzici claim the 1978 French Open

champion’s check. The next step is for Tornado, winner of the 2010

USTA Girls’ 14 Clay Court Championships, to turn pro after she turns

14 next May, just as a 14-year-old Venus turned pro in 1994.

“There’s a generation of kids now who only know African-American

women to be in the finals somewhere around Wimbledon or to be in

the finals,” Allen says. “Whereas generations like mine and before, we

didn’t grow up seeing anyone like them hold up a trophy.” 

Clearly, the Williamses blazed their own path to success, breaking

convention to the point of creating new norms. A decade ago, the idea

that a tour player could audit the WTA schedule as if in grad school,

instead of grinding through the weekly maze along with the rank and

file, seemed like a career killer. But now, there’s no question that the

Williamses’ long sabbaticals from tennis extended their time in the sport.

stringing is the norm. Add that to age-limit rules restricting

the number of tournaments women under 18 can play and,

before you knew it, the game had reached a new era: the age

of Big Babe tennis.

Not coincidentally, the Williamses also ushered in the era

of big money. The 2001 US Open final, which beat the

primetime college football game between No. 5 Nebraska

and No. 17 Notre Dame in the television ratings, was the first of many

must-see events. With those additional eyes came larger tournament

purses, more corporate synergy and more vehicles through which to

become a household name. The Williamses are less a business model

than the tide that floats all boats. The WTA’s top draw as well as its all-

time richest earners, the sisters have banked so much over the years—

some $61 million on the court and tens of millions more in endorse-

ments—that they can afford to help pay wages of athletes in totally dif-

ferent sports. In 2009, they purchased a minority stake in the NFL’s

Miami Dolphins, becoming the first African-American women to own

a piece of an NFL franchise.

Still, the Williamses don’t just break glass ceilings; they raze walled

gardens too. Their influence on tennis is apparent in the surge of
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Top to bottom: Serena and Venus
became the first African-American
women to own a piece of an NFL team
when they bought a minority share of
the Miami Dolphins in 2009. Last year,
Serena opened a second secondary
school in Kenya. The Anti-Defamation
League honored Venus for her support
of fellow pro Shahar Peer after Peer had
been denied a visa to play in Dubai. 
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“I remember reading an article years ago where a former

player didn’t think the Williams sisters were going to be that

good for that long because they didn’t seem to have the desire

to play so many tournaments,” says Rodney Harmon, who in

1982 became the first black man since Arthur Ashe to reach

the US Open quarterfinals. “However, what has kept them

around is that they haven’t burned themselves out. Just look

at the women they came up with: You have

Justine Henin, who retired; and Kim Cli-

jsters, who retired and unretired. You had

Martina Hingis. All the players who played a

lot seem to go away, whereas the Williams

sisters have staying power.”

They also have the power to bring

attention to causes they believe in. Some-

times that happens on the court, as when

Venus won the 2009 Dubai Tennis Cham-

pionships and then, in her victory speech,

stood up for Shahar Peer, the Israeli player

who was denied entry into the United

Arab Emirates for the tournament amid

what organizers called “security concerns.”

Sometimes that happens off the court, as

when Serena helped build two secondary

schools in Kenya, the most recent opening

in 2010.

And sometimes there’s just no competing with Venus, whose suc-

cessful fight for equal pay in tennis might well stand as the greatest of

her many victories. It’s a fight that started decades before, but gained

firm footing in 2005, when Williams met with officials from the French

Open and Wimbledon to make the case for an evenly split purse—a

staple of the US Open since 1973 when King was leading the charge.

Undeterred after her demands were rejected, Williams redoubled her
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efforts the next year, outlining her arguments in an

essay that was published in The Times of London on

the eve of Wimbledon. In the article, she scolded the

tournament for being on the “wrong side of history”

and stopped short of accusing it of gender discrimi-

nation. “The message I like to convey to women and

girls across the globe is that there is no glass ceiling,”

she wrote.

And, boy, did her message get through. After

British Prime Minister Tony Blair and members of

Parliament publicly endorsed her essay, Wimbledon

announced that it would curtsey to Williams’ wishes.

Not surprisingly, she was the first player to profit from

her activism, triumphing over Marion Bartoli in the

2007 Championships en route to claiming a $1.4 mil-

lion check—the same amount awarded to men’s singles

champion Roger Federer.

If there’s a shame to the Williams sisters’ reign, it’s that it has to end

someday. With any luck, their careers will draw to a close when they

decide, rather than when injuries force them to stop. Until then, Venus

and Serena surely will continue to impact the game. As success stories go,

the Williamses are an American original. Their opening act in the 2001

US Open final is a moment that time won’t soon let go. �

Clockwise from above: Madison Keys, sisters Alycia and Mikayla Parks, and
Tornado Ali Black are but a few of the Williams sisters’ progeny hoping to find
success along the trail that Venus and Serena blazed for all during their past
decade of near-dominance.
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